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Welcome
The European Coastal and Beach Sprint Rowing Challenge in Marina di Castagneto Carducci is an
unmissable event for a Region that has always linked its name to the history of the sport of rowing, a
region where the Canottieri Limite was born in 1861, the oldest Italian rowing company.

Tuscany, therefore, can only be said to be honored to host this international event which arrives
immediately after the world championship events held in Portugal, and which arrives in our region thanks
to the fundamental support of the Filippo Lido srl shipyard, main sponsor of the event and industrial
excellence. Tuscany known all over the world for the quality of its rowing boats, also dominant in the last
edition of the Olympic and Paralympic Games in Tokyo.

The tradition of Tuscany in rowing and the hospitality of the Donorate coast have allowed the organization
of an event that will be a sure success, which promotes the sport and identity of our Region and brings
closer to Coastal Rowing, a relatively recent but rapidly growing discipline. growth and spread all over the
world which I believe could be for our territory, with a coastline of 397 km, also an important vehicle for
tourism promotion and recovery.
Eugenio Giani - Governor of the Tuscany Region

It is with great pleasure that I invite everyone to participate in the European Coastal and Beach Sprint
Rowing Challenge in Marina di Castagneto, a corner of Tuscany immersed in nature and in the history of
ancient places. An event in its second edition, but awaited more than ever for its international significance
and reserved for the disciplines of endurance and beach sprint. An unmissable opportunity born thanks to
the collaboration between the local Circolo Nautico Donoratico, from this year regional pole for Coastal
Rowing, and Filippi Lido srl, main sponsor of the European Championship and builder of boats of absolute
technological value. As a Federation we are honored to be able to host this international event in Italy again,
which comes immediately after the world championships held in Portugal. The Italian tradition in coastal
rowing, combined with that of organizing events, is further enriched by an event that will have the success
it deserves since coastal rowing in Italy is growing extremely. Therefore, I wish those who decide to come
to the Bel Paese, and to Tuscany, to spend pleasant moments of sport and relaxation between the sea and
food and wine, two pearls of Marina di Castagneto inserted in the historical Italian and Tuscan setting.
Giuseppe Abbagnale - President of the Italian Rowing Federation

Organizing Committee
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Loris Ferretti
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Land volunteers
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Alberto Musi:
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Noemi Gasperini:
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CONTACTS:
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Marina di Castagneto Carducci
The wonder of the area to be discovered. The territory hosting
the European Challenge of Coastal Rowing does not offer only
a splendid sea. Long stretches of vineyard make our landscape
unique. Grown in the lands of Castagneto, are transformed into
high quality wines known all over the world. They are the most
authentic expression of what our land is: heterogeneous soils
and maritime climate become the finest bottles you can taste.
Beyond the sea, you will have the opportunity to get lost among
various wineries that make our land a unique place.

European Rowing Coastal Challenge: this will be the second
European “Challenge” in this increasingly popular discipline
of Coastal Rowing to be staged at Marina di Castagneto (LI),
Italy, from 28 to 31 October 2021, a beautiful location on the
Mediterranean Sea.

Average weather values during the week:
Temperature min 11,8 °C - max 21,4 °C
Wind
min 1,7 m/s - max 6,4 m/s
Sunrice		7:49
Sunset		18:12

Location

Portare le tende 1 e 2 a livello arco
3 - 4 - 5 in verticale

Event program
CATEGORIES
Coastal Open Endurance

Beach Sprint

WED

Crew Registration
Training session

Open for Clubs

Junior* and Open for European
Member Federations Teams

THU

Venue opens
Crew Registration
Captains Meeting
Competition day endurance
	Opening Ceremony

FRI

Competition Day Beach Sprint

SAT

30

Competition Day
Beach Sprint
Endurance

SUN

Reserve day

events: CM1x, CW1x, CM2x, CW2x,
CMix2x, CM4x+, CW4x+

events: CM1x, CW1x, CMix2x, CJM1x,
CJW1x, CJMix2x

* For Junior entries, each European
Member Federation will be able to
register 1 club crew beyond the
Federal ones. If more than one club
crew wishes to join the Challenge, the
Federation must decide which one
will participate. These athletes will
race with their club uniform and they
must display their Nation code (see
p.12 for details)

27

28

29

31

Competition info
ENTRIES

ENTRY FEES: EUR 30 per seat (except for Coxwains).
ENTRY SYSTEM: entry registration must be done through
www.ercc2021.com (link in the “registration” page)
The payment must be made before 17 October 23:59 CET.
A .jpg or .png photo in passport format of every athlete,
crew and team member is required in order to complete the
registration

ACCREDITATION

Crews have to confirm their entries at registration at the regatta
venue by 11.00 on Thursday (endurance 10.00 a.m.), 28 October
2021. Any crew which has not confirmed its entry by that time
will be removed from the Draw.
Crew members and team officials will receive an accreditation
badge .

All competitors and team officials are required to wear their
accreditation badge throughout all the days of the Challenge.

All competitors and team officials accept to be filmed,
photographed and registered during the duration of the ERCC
in order to communicate and broadcast the event and insure
promotion of the ERCC.

Courses
4 - 6 Km

4 Km Course
START TP1
mt 1.200
TP1
TP2
mt 500
TP2
TP3
mt
650
TP3
TP4
mt
650
TP4
TP5
mt 600
TP5
TP6
mt
150
TP6
FINISH mt
250
TOT. 		
mt 4.000
6 Km Course
START TP1
mt 1.200
TP1
TP2
mt
450
TP2
TP3
mt
450
TP3
TP4
mt 600
TP4
TP5
mt 600
TP5
TP6
mt 400
TP6
TP7
mt
650
TP7
TP8
mt
650
TP8
TP9
mt 600
TP9
TP10 mt
150
TP10
FINISH mt
250
TOT. 		
mt 6.000

photo source: Google heart

Courses
Beach Sprint 1 - 2

photo source: Google heart

Competition info
BOATS EQUIPMENT

The Official Boat Supplier to the Challenge is FILIPPI LIDO srl.

Boats used at the ERCC are available for sale with a discount, on a first come,
first served basis. For details info, please contact Filippi at: info@filippiboats.it
In all boats will be install tracking in order to ensure the “live tracking” system
in the endurance coastal races.

The O.C. will provide traking also to the private boats; in this case, on accreditation,
will be required to leave a mandatory cautionary deposit ( € 50 ) which will be
withheld if it is not returned at the end of last race.
Due to the limited space in the venue, teams bringing their own boats must
notify the OC by Tuesday, 10 October 2021. Teams may bring their own life jacket.

BOAT RENTALS

The Organizing Committee (OC) will provide pool boats & oars for shared use
on a rental basis. All boats and other equipment shall comply with FISA Rules
of Racing including specified safety equipment. All pool boats & oars will be
shared between teams, and the OC cannot guarantee crews will have the same
equipment each day.

Beach Sprint: No rental fee. Only the Filippi provided “Pool” Boats may be used.
Endurance: Official boat and oars rental charge is EURO 30 per rower (include
one training session per day to be booked from the OC on training days). There
is no rental charge for coxswains.
Full payment should be settled by 10 October 2021.

For payment after this date the charge will be € 15 more per rower.
A rental reservation cannot go beyond October 24th.

Competition info
RACE SCHEDULE

Competition dates: from Thursday 28 to Sunday 31 October 2021.
Training dates:
Wednesday 27 October 2021,.
The courses will be officially open for training from to Wednesday 27 October
2021. Training times will be arranged on a booking basis.

REGULATIONS

See www.worldrowing.com

BEACH SPRINT
Racing will be run in accordance with the FISA Rules of Racing - Appendix 23
- Beach Rowing Sprints. The races courses will be in waters around turning
points with on-beach starts and finishes.
ENDURANCE (4/6 KM)
Racing will be run in accordance with the FISA Rules of Racing, Appendix 22
– Coastal Rowing Competition Regulation. The races courses will be with onwater starts and on-beach finishes.

RACING UNIFORM FOR BEACH SPRINTS

According to 2018 FISA Rule Book (para. 18.1.2), each crew member shall also
display on their racing shirt or equivalent the three-letter country code and
their family name (in Romanised text) in the following manner and format:

RACING SHIRT

FRONT: Family name (short)
FRONT: Family name (long)
FRONT: Country code
BACK: Country code

FONT HEIGHT

WIDTH

CASE

EXAMPLE

Lowercase

WHITE

Arial

50 mm

120-150 mm

Uppercase

Arial

50 mm

60-100 mm

Uppercase

Arial
Arial

50 mm

100 mm

150 mm
150 mm

Uppercase

WHITE
ITA
ITA

Accommodation
Teams should book their own accommodation directly with hotels. The OC agreed with the below hotels the prices for an
accommodation from 27 to 31 October (4 nights) with convenient proximity to the venue. In case of different decisions, we kindly
ask you to let us know the selected hotel in order to set up a convenient procedure.

TOMBOLO TALASSO
RESORT HHHHH

CAMPASTRELLO
SPORT HHH

DOUBLE, SINGLE USE CLASSIC PARCO 115,00 €*

DOUBLE, SINGLE USE

85,00 €

TRIPLE SUPERIOR PARCO

MULTIPLE ROOM (3-4 LETTI)

65,00 €

DOUBLE CLASSIC PARCO

QUADRUPLE SUPERIOR PARCO

77,50 €*

65,00 €*
56,50 €*

DOUBLE

75,00 €

PRICES PER PERSON PER NIGHT, VAT INCLUDED (10%).

PRICES PER PERSON PER NIGHT, VAT INCLUDED (10%).
INCLUDED: BUFFET BREAKFAST - WI-FI - EQUIPPED GYM ON
RESERVATION - INTERNAL PARKING

INCLUDED: BUFFET BREAKFAST - WI FI - GREEN AREA GYM BOTANIC GARDEN - PRIVATE PARKING

www.tombolotalasso.it
info@tombolotalasso.it
Phone +39 056574530

www.campastrellosport.it
info@campastrellosport.it
Phone +39 0565765128

*S.P.A. SERVICE INCLUDED: SAUNA, RELAXATION AREA, HERBAL TEA.

DI NARDO
GROUP HHH

HOTEL ALTA LA VISTA
Double Half board no beverage
Double, single use Half board
no beverage

HOTEL BOUTIQUE CAROLINA
Double Half board no beverage
Double, single use Half board
no beverage

50,00 €
100,00 €
50,00 €
100,00 €

PRICES PER PERSON PER NIGHT, VAT INCLUDED (10%).
www.hoteldinardogroup.com
booking@hoteldinardogroup.com
Phone +39 0565744036

Cancellation conditions
Cancellation after the 6 o’clock in the afternoon 7 days from arrival, will be subject to 30% penalty. In the event of a no show subject to 100% penalty.

OTHER SERVICE

On 25-31 October there will be a free public transport service that covers a tour in Marina di Castagneto, Castagneto Carducci and
Bolgheri (Visit Castagneto Tours).
On the site you will find promotional packages to visit the wineries of the famous Bolgheri wine and local restaurants.

Transportation
PISA AND FLORENCE AIRPORT CONNECTIONS
Competitors are advised to fly to the airports of Florence or Pisa.

From Florence Airport it is possible to get to Santa Maria Novella Station in 22 minutes
by Volainbus-BUSITALIA - SITA ticket Volainbus-Firenze Airlink.

https://www.fsbusitalia.it/content/fsbusitalia/eng.html

From Santa Maria Novella to Castagneto Carducci there are normally 18 trains/day about
h 2.50 - ticket estimated price 14,00 €.
The Pisamover connects the Pisa Airport with the Rail Station. Pisamover websiste.

From Pisa Train Station you can reach Castagneto Carducci train station directly with
h 1.20 - ticket estimated price 10,00 €.
Timetable and tickets on TRENITALIA

https://www.thetrainline.com/en/train-companies/trenitalia

ROME AIRPORT CONNECTIONS

The Leonardo Express connects the Rome Fiumicino Airport to the Roma Termini
central station.

https://www.thetrainline.com/en/train-companies/leonardo-express

From Roma Termini you can reach Castagneto Carducci train station directly (about 3 h
with an estimated cost of 24,00 €). You can reach Cecina and Campiglia Marittima train
stations with faster trains (options with 2 - 2,5 h and a cost between 20,00 - 24,00 €).

Covid Procedure
EVENT AREA ACCESS

All competition areas can be accessed exclusively with an EU digital COVID certificate
(green pass), or with a quick swab carried out in the previous 48 hours, and should be
necessarily repeated during the competition days. The swab can be carried out on site.

COVID-RELATED PROCEDURES

In depending of COVID restrictions may be mandatory to submit a questionnaire until
26/27 october, dependig of presence on training period.

COVID CANCELLATION POLICIES

In case of cancellation from the event, the registration fee will not be refunded.

In case of cancellation of the event due to a Covid-19 government decision, the registration
fee as well as the accommodation payment will be fully refunded.

It is mandatory to have read the information documents on the rules to be respected during
the race. The questionnaire and the other documents will be found in the registration
area on the event website.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR TO
JOIN US AT THE
CHALLENGE?

info.ercc@ercc2021.com
www.ercc2021.com
+39 327 553 7720

Sponsored by

